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WGS used to track tuberculosis outbreak within a homeless person shelter (Jennifer GARDY- British 

Columbia CDC @jennifergady) 

TB in BC – Euro-American strain predominant. Low TB rates 6/100,000. WGS of all isolates. Around 

15% of total cases clustered in 9 clusters indicating local spread.  WGS transmission network and 

field epidem data indicated time in shelter with index for more than 5 nights was associated with OR 

of acquiring TB of 4.97; spatial separation measures did not align with risk.  Some other points: 0.5 

snp per year mutation rate for tb; within host diversity issue – generally only one strain sequenced. 

Great deal of spatial diversity of tb within lung; specimen collection and library prep from single 

colonies makes detection of diversity  impossible. Hinders construction of transmission trees. With 

care, Bayesian inference can be used to determine likely transmission network; ‘Minor variants’ can 

also be used as markers of transmissions. Indels1 not very useful  ;  2 years without TB transmission – 

outbreak can be called ‘over’-  Genomic transmission tree used to estimate infection date. 

WGS for Salmonella Public Health WGS- 25,000 genomes: 250000 genomes and counting (ASHTON 

Phillip Public Health England - see slideshare)  

Pre WGS slow sequential approach (serotyping, phage, MVLA etc) versus WGS (see WGS approach 

ASHTON 2015 Biorxiv.  Separate Identification/ characterisation and  typing pipelines).  Reference 

genome within serotype is used for SNP mapping [selecting a good ref genome is vip- can 

overestimate SNP rates++ otherwise.  Maintain a “SNP distance matrix” and “SNP address” for each 

isolate– did not understand this completely!  Several examples of national and international clusters 

detected by WGS that would have gone under radar with conventional methods.  ST19 Salmonella 

Typhimurium – most common non-typhoidal isolate. ST213 invasive nts strain – 2 lineages causing 

high mortality in Africa. Two ST313 prophages contribute to virulence found in the two main 

lineages Emergence in UK with novel variance- probably there for some time; only partially related 

to African travel.  

Implementing WGS in Public Health Surveillance for Food Safety in PulseNet (Peter GERNER-

SCHMIDT, CDC) 

In an outbreak situation - You are never alone! Others likely to have same problem. Others can 

provide help.  PulseNet international global network – focused on harmonisation, outbreak ix and 

communication 80 countries. Pulsenet saves est. half billion$ per annum in USA.  

WGS advantages: Improves case definitions in outbreaks. Increase confidence of link human to 

product. Links historical cases to current outbreak ix. Characterises the ecology of longterm 

pathogen reservoirs in the food chain. Listeria– WGS has increased outbreak detection and number 

of cases going down.  Increase in outbreak solving; clusters detected sooner or only by WGS; cases 

per cluster lower, # of cases linked to food source increased markedly. 
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 In evolutionary studies, indel is used to mean an insertion or a deletion[1][2] and indels simply refers to the 

mutation class that includes both insertions, deletions, and the combination thereof,[3][4][5] including insertion 
and deletion events that may be separated by many years, and may not be related to each other in any way 
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PulseNet learnings: Allows real-time surveillance and much earlier detection and control of multi-

state outbreaks. Exchange data not isolates.  WGS is a replacement technology- consolidates 

multiple workflows; costs a third of existing methods for some organisms.  

Example rapid characterisation of STEC by WGS- species, serotype, pathotype, virulence profile, 

sequence type , mlst profile and AMR genes all detected. 0157 outbreak comparison 1993 vs 2002 

outbreaks – 700+ deaths in first (slow to act) and none in the second one. 

Unique phylogenetic relevant strain identifier produced.  Subtype information needs to be shared in 

compatible formats. Complete and Whole genome MLST schemes now- cg-MLST wg-MLST- 

preferred standards for public health. E.g. Cg-mlst – 1748 loci used with one species. 

‘GenomeTracker’- new initiative. 

Application of Genomics for Viruses (Eddie Holmes, Univ Sydney) 

Phylodynamics2 approaches. Resolve evolutionary time-scales. Estimate doubling time of epidemics. 

Infer phylogeography- e.g. influenza.  Work out most likely source based on Bayesian methods; NB 

large potential impacts from sampling bias and many erroneous publications that draw long bows. 

Ebola- rural to urban spread initially- thence underground in cities; strong molecular clock – strong 

association of diversity with time;  need adequate historical sample isolates to calibrate it- data set 

dependent.  C.f. bacteria – many also show clock like evolution; some don’t; data set dependent 

again.  

Understanding AMR in Animals using Genomics: One Health Approach (TROTT Darren  from AIDAP 

Vet micro, Univ Adelaide) 

CRE – cat – Salmonella enterica group B imp4 positive. Cat shelter cluster documented 3 other cases;  

ST19 ; closest genomic association an isolate from chicken liver USA.  

Common context of blaimp4 is a large cassette array or resistance genes on inc-4 plasmid. Arsenic 

resistance-associated genes found on plasmid. IMP4 in sea gulls 2015 initial data from Czech in 

E’aceae - diverse plasmids and sequence types seen – single sea gull colony; no evidence from OZ yet 

but documented in other sea gulls worldwide.  ? heavy metals help imp4 to be maintained in 

environment; NB zinc and copper used in animal industry as antibiotic replacements.  

Companion animal isolate data showing similar TGC and quinolone resistance to human (AGAR data) 

and much higher than in production animals. New surveillance programs now looking at production 

animal commensals as well as pathogens.  
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 Viral phylodynamics is defined as the study of how epidemiological, immunological, 

and evolutionary processes act and potentially interact to shape viral phylogenies.[1] Since the coining of the 
term in 2004, research on viral phylodynamics has focused on transmission dynamics in an effort to shed light 
on how these dynamics impact viral genetic variation. Transmission dynamics can be considered at the level of 
cells within an infected host, individual hosts within a population, or entire populations of hosts. 
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WGS from clinical samples  (Amy Jennison, Queensland Health) 

Use next gen methods to amplify up sequences directly from clinical specimens.  Problem is that 

95% of the reads are human – need good pipeline to remove these – not entirely possible as the 

‘core genome’ for humans is so diverse. Leaves a privacy issue as the sequence data potentially 

identifies issues in the human concerned.  Looks to be workable- turns up many potential 

contaminant organisms and a consensus result is used – focus on the microbial species with the 

most reads detected and ignore the rest.  Some interesting examples where this lead to a diagnosis – 

famous NEJM 2015 report – unsuspected leptospirosis found3.  Also a more recent Australian 

example provided where spotted fever Rickettsia detected from CSF sample.  

Using Genomics to study the Emergence of cMRSA in NZ (Glen CARTER, Doherty Institute) 

ST1, ST5 MRSA predom strains in NZ – emergence of fucC positive (fucidin resistant ) strains- gene 

within SCC element; strains also mostly have mupA (mupirocin resistant) and qacA positive – both of 

these on an MDR pmw2 plasmid. 

‘BEAST’4 analysis to look at timing of acquisition vs introduction of drugs in NZ– fucC ? 1960s 

emergence vs fusidate introduced in 1972.  mupA emerges 1990s – vs clinical introduction of mup in 

1985.  ST1 Bayesian ‘Skyline plot’ – two expansions of clone – 1930s (? Due to penicillin and 

emergence of betalactamase positive staph) and then 1990s (? Due to Fusidate use) . qacA positive 

strains were phenotypically susceptible but chlorhex was effective at selecting for MDR MRSA in wet 

assay.  

 

GENOMIC ORIGINS OF HEPATITIS B C4 Subtype in Australian Indigenous Populations (Stephen 

Tong, Menzies)  

A fabulous talk worth seeking out in its entirety.  WGS used to track the origin of a unique subtype 

that is an amalgam of Type J (just the surface antigen gene) and Type C hepatitis B.  
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 http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1401268 Actionable Diagnosis of Neuroleptospirosis by Next-

Generation Sequencing: A 14-year-old boy with severe combined immunodeficiency presented three times to 

a medical facility over a period of 4 months with fever and headache that progressed to hydrocephalus and 

status epilepticus necessitating a medically induced coma. Diagnostic workup including brain biopsy was 

unrevealing. Unbiased next-generation sequencing of the cerebrospinal fluid identified 475 of 3,063,784 

sequence reads (0.016%) corresponding to leptospira infection. Clinical assays for leptospirosis were negative. 

Targeted antimicrobial agents were administered, and the patient was discharged home 32 days later with a 

status close to his premorbid condition. Polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR) and serologic testing at the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subsequently confirmed evidence of Leptospira santarosai infection. 
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